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Zachary Light is here to raise the vibration of our beloved planet Gaia. Born in Bryan, Texas; Zachary 
spent a lot of time in the rural Kurten, Texas forty-five minutes outside of the Bryan / College Station 
area, where his family home resides. Music has always been an integral part of Zachary's life. His father 
was a tombone player throughout high school at Bryan High School and college years in The Corps of 
the Fighting Texas Aggies. Upon the arrival of his older brothers first snare drum and later drum set, he 
quickly found a rooted connection with rhythm. A few months after playing he performed in the school 
talent show at eleven years old. At twelve years old he found a love for the guitar hardly putting it down. 
At thirteen he was producing with Garageband and Reason creating a wide range of genres including 
experimental hiphop and electronic music of all sorts.. Throughout his teenage years he took the role of 
songwriter and performer with various local bands in the Bryan-College Station & Houston areas 
spanning a range of genres from indie rock to hardcore. Completing a total of 2 national tours, 6 
regional Texas tours, and a total of 300+ shows performed; Zachary has professional and technical road 
performance experience. He is guaranteed to deliver a professional intentional high vibrational 
performance. Only the highest tier entertainment is guaranteed! Zachary is one of the co-founding 
multifaceted DJ's with 12 years of experience aside Veteran DeeJay JD of RaiseTheVibeDotNet and Cool 
Cool Radio. A Certified Audio Engineer of 12 years, he can express and communicate technical terms 
clearly with any venue and/or team's engineer(s) efficiently. Zachary is a Musician of 18 years and is 
striving to stretch and expand all boundaries of skill and genre. In 2019 Zachary released his debut LP 
titled, 'Light', an experience of growth, self love, and change. In the summer of 2019 Zachary released 
the first of a series of experimental shoegaze EP's titled, 'PLUR.' (Peace.Love.Unity.Respect.) The next 
in the series is looking to drop in late 2022-2023. The second Dunlight collaboration with Raise The 
Vibe Dot Net and Cool Cool radio will be out exclusivley on our website (raisethevibe.net) where you can 
also find exclusive mixes from past episodes, interviews, streams, and more. Zachary will continue to 
expand the musical mind and keep channeling with integrity; bringing healing vibrations to every being.


